Grow your SAS® skills.

Fill the talent gap.
By 2018, the US could face a shortfall of 190,000 professionals with deep analytical skills.¹

Get a job you’ll love.
SAS programmer ranks among the top 100 jobs for quality of life, growth in the field over the next decade and median pay.²

Boost your earnings.
Data analysts with SAS skills enjoy a median annual paycheck 17 percent greater than colleagues who lack SAS skills.³

SAS Education earns high marks from students.⁴

99% agreed that the instructor met or exceeded their expectations.
98% would recommend the course they took to a colleague.
99% reported achieving personal goals as a result of SAS training.
97% rated their course experience good or excellent.

---

³ PayScale.com research.
⁴ Figures from 2012 course evaluations.